Detainee Operations

**BCT Level**

**5W**

- **G3**
  - +8 hrs
  - Initial Screening
  - DP
    - Release
    - Interrogate

- +48 hrs
  - Unit Interrogation
  - DP
    - Release
    - Interrogate
    - DIF
    - Abu Gurayb

- +7 days*
  - Continued Unit Interrogation
  - DP
    - Release
    - Interrogate
    - DIF
    - Abu Gurayb

*Every 24 Hours—Detainee Rollup (G2)

---

**Disposition**

**To Abu Gurayb**
Step 1: Magistrate Review (Brigade SJA)
Step 2: Spreadsheet input to PMO
Step 3: PMO collates daily rollup for CoS
Step 4: CoS submits rollup and recommendations to CG
Step 5: CG approves/disapproves

**To DIF**
Step 1: DIF Recommendation from S2 to G2 and HOC in SIR
Step 2: Briefed to CG in ACE morning brief
Step 3: CG approves/disapproves

-Division Targets come to DIF within 72 hours of capture-

**Release**
- CJTF7 Approval Required to Release a CJTF7 Target
- CG Approval Required to Release a Div Target
- Bde Commander can release any others

---

*Up to 10 days with PMO approval
*Up to 14 days with CG approval
*Beyond 14 days requires CJTF7 approval